
Meteors 1           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

advice     

advise     

allure     

anticipate     

desperate     

immediacy     

intrepid     

isolation     

itinerary     

monumental     

navigation     

optimism     

pessimism     

resistance     

speculation     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Meteors 2           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

robust     

abundant     

exceptional     

melancholy     

grimaced     

contemptuous     

rigor     

vengeance     

alleviate     

allude     

ambivalent     

audacity     

articulate     

adversary     

abolish     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Meteors 3          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

cajole     
cantankerous     
caustic     
circumspect     
coax     
condone     
conundrum     
decipher     
digress     
discern     
encroach     
endorse     
entreaty     
extol     
hapless     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Meteors 4          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

incomprehensible     
insightful     
jubilant     
lavish     
meticulous     
miserly     
pedantic     
precocious     
profound     
provoke     
relevant     
sentimental     
shrewd     
superficial     
undermine     
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Meteors 5          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

sullen     
provoked     
astonishment     
reluctance     
remarkable     
coincidence     
accusation     
revelation     
loitered     
illuminated     
glorious     
fragranced     
charcoal     
promotion     
unashamedly     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Meteors 6          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

acutely     
announced     
agitated     
acquaintance     
befallen     
commentary     
composure     
curious     
deteriorate     
exclaimed     
exhausted     
gawping     
gesturing     
investigation     
mentioned     
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Meteors 7          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

orphan     
overwhelmed     
progress     
protector     
protested     
prosperity     
provocation     
provoke     
realise     
rebellious     
secretive     
siuspicious     
transferring     
vicious     
viciously     
 
 

 


